
stop dreaming
embrace learning

start training
T4T Budapest, 30 March - 6 April 2014



YOU
are an active member of AEGEE or another student or
youth NGO, eager to support others in their learning and 
development process, share your experiences and looking 
for a comprehensive and challenging *training for trainers*
experience to get you started on your journey as a trainer. 
You are looking forward to meeting a group of like-minded 
participants with whom you will shape and participants with whom you will shape and realise your 
future trainings. 
You are open and ready to enter a new dimension 
of learning and training in order to assemble 
your toolkit as a trainer. You are able to attend the full 
course in Budapest and use English as a working language. 

That’s you? Wonderful! Apply here until 11 February 2014
http://goo.gl/qDMDOR 
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5 reasons for attending
1. This T4T is designed to help you build your trainers toolkit, 
    to equip you with soft and hard skills, knowledge 
    and reflections about yourself and your role as a trainer. 
2. You will enter a community of fellow trainers ready to 
    shape the trainings in their respective NGOs, and in 
    future, deliver workshops and trainings with you. 
3. T4T p3. T4T provides a safe yet challenging, creative and
    empowering atmosphere, It is an excellent play-
    ground and starting point for your future as a trainer. 
4. A dedicated team of trainers and local organisers is 
    ready to support and accompany you along your 
    journey in non-formal and experiential learning. 
5. Stop dreaming, Embrace learning. Start training.   



Practical information

* depending on current fundraising efforts the fee might be lowered. 

All photographs via unsplash.com under a cc-license
(1) Danka Peter, (2) Kundan Ramisetti, (3) Glen Carrie, (4) Charlie Foster

www.aegee-academy.org

# Date      30 March - 6 April 2014
# Fee     max. 120 EUR*
     includes 3 meals/day, 
     accommodation at a hostel,
     training and training materials 
# Location    Budapest, the beautiful city 
          on the Danube
# Contact    bernadett.polya (at) gmail.com

   

locals.aegee.org/budapest


